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Portland leads nation, revs up biodiesel 
rule 
Five percent mandate goes into effect, with ‘Jubitz exception’ 

BY TODD MURPHY   
The Portland Tribune, Aug 14, 2007 (10 Reader comments) 

Portland’s diesel 
fuel goes biodiesel 
Wednesday. 

That is the deadline the 
City Council set more 
than a year ago in 
requiring that virtually all 
diesel fuel sold in 
Portland be at least 5 
percent biodiesel. 

“We are the first and 
only local government in 
the country to do this,” 
said Michelle Crim, a 
program manager in the 
city’s Office of Sustainable Development. 

Biodiesel is an increasingly popular alternative fuel that is either partly or 
wholly made from biological sources, such as mustard seed or canola oil. 

Most studies and experts say that burning fuel that is partly or mostly 
biodiesel produces significantly fewer hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and 
particulate matter than burning petroleum diesel. 

It also helps combat global warming, because the plants used to make it 
take carbon dioxide — which helps contribute to global warming — out of 
the atmosphere. 

Portland’s requirement for all of the city’s service stations is happening 
as the city makes a large biodiesel push in additional ways. Almost all of the 
city’s trucks and other large vehicles now run on some version of biodiesel 
fuel. 

Many of them are running on what’s call B50 — or fuel that is roughly 
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half biodiesel and half petroleum diesel. Vehicles operated by the city’s 
water bureau — which is overseen by Commissioner Randy Leonard, who 
has become a biodiesel advocate over the past two years — now run on B99, 
or fuel that is nearly 100 percent biodiesel. 

The city’s requirement for biodiesel sold at Portland’s service stations 
requires a much lower portion of actual biodiesel in the fuel than B50 or 
B99. The requirement is that all stations that offer diesel fuel must offer 
only B5 biodiesel or above. B5 biodiesel is 95 percent petroleum diesel and 
5 percent biodiesel. 

The one exception to that requirement, informally called the “Jubitz 
exception,” is that if a station offers B20 or above — fuel that contains at 
least 20 percent biodiesel — then it also can offer regular petroleum diesel. 

Officials with the Jubitz truck stop on Interstate 5 in North Portland had 
expressed concern that the truck stop would lose business from truckers 
who did not want to use biodiesel. 

Paul Romain, executive director of the Oregon Petroleum Association, 
said service station owners will comply with the ordinance “because that’s 
what the law is. We never have, and will always not like, mandates. But we 
sell the stuff; we’ll make it work.” 

toddmurphy@portlandtribune.com  

Reader comments 

Re: Portland leads nation, revs up biodiesel rule 

Then we are leaders in damage to other parts of the world: 

http://www.landusewatch.com/2007/06/12/biodiesel-and-the-
destruction-of-african-forests/ 

"indy" 
(Not verified) 

Tue, Aug 14, 2007 at 06:39 AM 

Re: Portland leads nation, revs up biodiesel rule 

Whatever happened to a government 'Of the People' 'By the People' and 
'For the People'. This law of requiring biodiesel is just another means of 
Government sticking their fingers into the private business sector. If it's 
there's a demand for it, people will by it. It won't clean the air, and in all 
likelihood, it'll just raise the price of diesel in Portland becuase biodiesel 
isn't being made in sufficient quantity yet to make it any less expensive. 
So let's here it for our wonderful government. 

"Squire" 
(Not verified) 

Tue, Aug 14, 2007 at 08:27 AM 

Re: Portland leads nation, revs up biodiesel rule 

indy and squire, wake up and smell the biodiesel and try seeing the glass 
as half full. we're the best innovators in the world and we'll figure out 
how to address the downside of bd sooner or later. in the meantime, we 
need help at the local and federal govt level 

"probio" 
(Not verified) 

Tue, Aug 14, 2007 at 10:13 AM 

Phil Stanford 
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